University of Notre Dame
(Appendectomy) Bill
Percy Bulletin Weir (Cav), Thurs. Eve.
October 8, 1948

Prayers
(deceased) friend of Pat Kenny (Wal); sister of
Bishop Feicher (Austin). (ill) father and mother-in-law of Mr. Dooley (Alumni Office); aunt of Pat
Kenny ('al). Six Special Intentions. One Thanks.

Sunday Gripe

1. Ozark Ike has been here for three Sundays now and has not presented himself neatly at Sunday Mass. He need not turn glumorous. A clean shirt, a jacket or suit coat is expected. If you happen to be Ike's roommate, make him presentable for Sunday Mass.

2. Hurry-up Harry returned again this semester after ten months of howling last year about this place. Watch him Sunday. He will come in from five to ten minutes late for Mass, and then he will dash out before Mass is over. His only record at Notre Dame has been that of always being No. 1 man in the cafeteria after the 10:10 Sunday Mass.

Mary's Day

What are your first thoughts on Saturday? No more classes? Pay day? Relaxation? These are legitimate thoughts. But they should not be your first thoughts. The Catholic should begin his Saturday by thinking of the Blessed Mother of God. From time immemorial in the Catholic Church, Saturday has been Mary's Day.

Think of Mary frequently on Saturday. But also do something special in her honor on that day. One Notre Dame student, now twenty years an alumnus, never forgets to assist at Mass on Saturday. Others say the Rosary; still others make a prolonged visit before a statue of Mary in some church.

If you make Saturday Mary's Day, you will have one foot in Heaven already.

Thanks For Cooperating.

Weekend visitors will inevitably add to the crowded conditions at the 10:10 Sunday Mass, unless many of you again attend Mass at another hour. Breakfast is served after the 8:00 o'clock Mass. The 9:30 o'clock, though a High Mass, never takes more than an hour.

The earliest Sunday Mass on the campus is at 5:00 o'clock in the Basement Chapel of the Church. The Mass is over in a half-hour, giving one plenty of time to make a six o'clock train in town.

Help! Help!

At the crowded Masses in the Church the students may sit in the stalls, with the exception of the 9:00 o'clock High Mass, when the priests and seminarians use the sanctuary seats.

Women are not allowed to sit in the choir seats. This is a law of the Church and not one peculiar to Notre Dame. Bring your visitors to Mass early and you won't have trouble finding a seat.

Daily Office, 7:30. Confessions before at 6:30 in basement chapel, and after-
Masses in Dillon and Cavanagh. Office Mass and Communion Sat. for term.